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Clustering into patient types is a way of generating clinical predictions based on non-confidential summarized patient data (Chignell et al., 2013). Predictions made based on segmented patient types using Cluster-boosted regression can improve on predictions made using confidential raw patient data, with studies reported by Rouzbahman et al. (2017) showing around a 2 percent predication in the case of predicting length of stay and death status in an intensive care unit, and in predicting the likelihood of a visit to an emergency department within one month of assessment for late stage cancer patients.

The purpose of this project is to use Monte Carlo Simulation experiments to determine which distributional properties of multivariate data influence the magnitude of the boosting effect in cluster boosted regression. It is anticipated that this research should lead to a scientific paper that provides key insights into why cluster boosting is beneficial as well as providing criteria that can be used to determine which types of data set will stand to benefit more from the cluster boosting approach.

Required Skill: To carry out this project you should have some experience with statistical analysis and regression analysis in particular, and should be familiar with the R programming language and associated statistical and machine learning packages.
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